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By order of Her Majesty Queen Fiona, you are hereby summoned to a land of wonders wild and new...

JOIN US FOR A VERY UN-ZOOFARI!

6:00 pm
VIP Reception featuring light fare, animal encounters and early access to Wonderland.

7:00 pm
Welcome to Wonderland! Join us as we go down the rabbit hole for a curiously mad adventure through the Zoo!

- Cuisine to make a Cheshire Cat Smile! Bites from over 50 tri-state restaurants
- Drink me! Libations fit for a Mad Tea Party
- Animals Abound! Visits with Zoo resident animals until dark
- Roses Painted Red! Pick a rose for a chance to win several unique Behind the Scenes experiences
- Curious Camera Shots! Capture the evening in our uniquely themed photobooths
- Wild Wandering Entertainers! Enjoy the fanciful and fun as performers engage you throughout the night
- Musical Melodies! Dance the night away

midnight
Return to Reality

DON’T BE LATE FOR THIS VERY IMPORTANT DATE!

Attire: The Zoo encourages fashionistas to flaunt their best black tie attire with comfortable shoes. Ensembles fit for a Mad Tea Party encouraged (think fascinators, top hats and pocket watches).

Tickets now on sale
As greater Cincinnati’s see-and-be-seen event of the season, Zoofari 2021, led by returning Chairs Michelle and Peter Barrett, will attract over 2,000 guests. Zoofari is the Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical Garden’s premiere party with a purpose. Zoofari raises integral support for the care and sustainability of almost 400 animal and 3,000 plant species, groundbreaking conservation efforts, and educational outreach programs. A fabulously-sensational evening, it’s a beloved favorite of the region and the most fun you’ve ever had at a fundraiser! And - for the first time ever - Zoofari will take place...
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